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I Am The Moment
Arthur Buck

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                     I Am The Moment - Arthur Buck

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Album: Arthur Buck
Tabbed by: Estuary
Email: lreaper3@yahoo.com

Tuning: Standard

Studio version is played on acoustic guitar utilizing open chords.
Live, Peter plays electric with the verse s Dsus2 and Am as barre chords
at the 5th fret and a touch of overdrive.

[Intro]
e|--------------------|
B|--8-10-8-0-7-8-7-0--|
G|--9--9-9-9-7-7-7-7--|
D|--------------------|
A|--------------------|
E|--------------------|

Dsus2    Am
Becoming free
            Dsus2                  Am
It s not as easy as I d like it to be
          Dsus2                   Am
All these eyes that can no longer see
     C                      G
In disguise buried into the screens of insignificance
Dsus2                  Am
But there s nothing to fear
     Dsus2                         Am
Just tune into the presence that s clear
      Dsus2                       Am
What s real is always nearer than near
     C                 G
Just ask yourself am I aware and see what happens next

F          G
I am the moment waiting for you
F          G
I am the moment waiting for you
F          G                Am
I am the moment waiting for you, you, you
F          G



I am the moment waiting for you
F          G
I am the moment waiting for you
F          G                Am
I am the moment waiting for you, you, you

Dsus2        Am
So take your time
      Dsus2                   Am
There is no need for you to rewind
         Dsus2                        Am
Or put a rope around the neck in your mind
       C                             G
To get out you gotta go where you re blind and learn to see again
Dsus2               Am
But I ll give you a hand
           Dsus2                     Am
You re not wrong to always want to expand
   Dsus2                    Am
Or find a kind of spiritual plan
        C                       G
To go beyond space and time and all of this predicament

F          G
I am the moment waiting for you
F          G
I am the moment waiting for you
F          G                Am
I am the moment waiting for you, you, you

Em   Dsus2     C             G
Last time you asked me to surrender
Em   Dsus2     C             G
Last time you asked me to believe
Em           Dsus2      C              G
That we re beyond our thoughts and resolutions
Em          Dsus2 C        G
Yes we re beyond everything

F          G
I am the moment waiting for you
F          G
I am the moment waiting for you
F          G                Am
I am the moment waiting for you, you, you
F          G
I am the moment waiting for you
F          G
I am the moment waiting for you
F          G                Am
I am the moment waiting for you, you, you
F          G
I am the moment waiting for you



F          G
I am the moment waiting for you
F          G                Am
I am the moment waiting for you, you, you

Then they play live, it ends with a Dsus2.


